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Scientific summary

Background

Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is a relatively common form of blood vessel inflammation, which usually affects
people over the age of 50 years. GCA typically causes headaches and systemic upset, but can be
associated with sudden and irreversible sight loss. For this reason, if a general practitioner (GP) sees a
patient with suspected disease, the patient will usually be commenced on high doses of glucocorticoids,
often before the diagnosis has been confirmed by further testing. Therefore, it is important to make the
diagnosis correctly in order to decide on the need to continue high-dose glucocorticoid therapy to improve
the condition and reduce the risk of visual loss. However, it is also important to avoid treating those
without the condition, because there is a very high incidence of side effects associated with long-term
glucocorticoid therapy. Temporal artery biopsy is the current gold standard test for establishing the
diagnosis, with a high specificity but low sensitivity. It can be misleading in a significant number of cases.
Up to 44% of patients with clinical features of GCA have a negative biopsy. There are many reasons for
this, including the adequacy of the specimen obtained, the duration of glucocorticoid treatment prior to
biopsy and the presence of skip lesions (intermittent, dispersed areas of abnormality in the artery that
might be missed because not all areas of the artery will be sectioned for examination). Ultrasound and
other imaging techniques are emerging as alternative tests to biopsy but have not been taken up widely.
Ultrasound imaging can be used to assess both temporal arteries as well as both axillary arteries, which has
been shown to increase the diagnostic yield.

Objectives

We aimed to test the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of ultrasound as an alternative to biopsy
in the diagnosis of patients with a new presentation of possible GCA. The primary objectives of the study
were (1) to evaluate the diagnostic performance (sensitivity and specificity) of ultrasound as an alternative
to biopsy for diagnosing GCA in patients who are referred with suspected GCA and in whom a biopsy
was going to be carried out; and (2) to perform a cost-effectiveness analysis to compare different potential
investigation strategies for diagnosing GCA, incorporating either or both ultrasound and biopsy.

The secondary objectives in the study were to evaluate:

l sequential diagnostic performance and cost-effectiveness of biopsy following ultrasound in patients
who have a negative ultrasound, compared with either ultrasound or biopsy alone

l the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of providing ultrasound results or biopsy results alone
on treatment decisions proposed by participating clinicians

l the diagnostic performance of ultrasound in specific subgroups such as individuals at high or low risk of
disease and the level of variation in ultrasound appearance in terms of halo size and degree of stenosis.

Methods

We conducted a multicentre, prospective study of new cases of suspected GCA. In order to ensure
standardisation of the new technique of ultrasound scanning of temporal arteries, we needed to develop a
training programme for sonographers to standardise the performance and interpretation of ultrasound
assessment of temporal and axillary arteries. The training consisted of a Microsoft PowerPoint® version
97–2003 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) presentation, an online assessment in which
sonographers were required to correctly identify video images of scans as showing or not showing features
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consistent with GCA (75% pass mark required), the provision of video and still images from 10 control
individuals and one patient with active GCA and evidence of ultrasound abnormalities consistent with
the diagnosis. All images were reviewed by an expert panel. If scan techniques were suspected to be
inadequate, the sonographers underwent retraining. We compared the standard of care in the investigation
of GCA [clinical evaluation, measurement of acute phase response and temporal artery biopsy (TAB) from
the most affected artery] with ultrasound. All patients underwent both tests in sequence (ultrasound first,
followed by biopsy) within 7 days of commencing high-dose steroids for the suspected diagnosis of
new-onset GCA. We did not provide any training in TAB or in the interpretation of the results by
pathologists, because these are established techniques in NHS care. All patients received normal care as
decided by their clinician. The clinician reviewed the patient at baseline, 2 weeks later (after the scan and
biopsy had been performed) and 6 months later. We used the clinician diagnosis made at 2 weeks as the
primary outcome measure for the study. We also established a reference standard diagnosis based on the
clinician’s submitted diagnosis, any revisions by 6 months, or any revisions by the expert panel who reviewed
all case records. The scan result was kept blinded from the clinician treating the patient to avoid the results
influencing the decision on diagnosis. The clinician was supplied with all other results including the biopsy
because this would reflect standard of care. After the clinician submitted their diagnosis at 2 weeks, they
were provided with the scan results on request if they were considering withdrawal of therapy if they
concluded that the patient did not have GCA. We excluded patients with a previous diagnosis of GCA or a
previous TAB; we also excluded patients who had been treated with high-dose steroids for any other reason
for more than 7 days prior to the ultrasound and biopsy. We created 30 case vignettes from the data
obtained from patients in the study who either did or did not have a reference standard diagnosis of GCA
and in whom the biopsy or scan could have been either positive or negative. We undertook two interobserver
rater exercises to assess variation in diagnosis based on interpretation of ultrasound and biopsy images.

Results

We recruited 35 centres for the study and provided ultrasound training for 49 sonographers. Only
26 sonographers from 22 sites completed the training. Two of these sites did not take any further part in
the study, leaving 24 sonographers at 20 recruiting sites. Seven sonographers passed all three components
of the training at first attempt; 13 required further attempts to pass; and four were exempted from some
parts of the training because they had already demonstrated expertise.

We enrolled 430 patients with suspected GCA into the study; 44 withdrew or did not have their scan
and biopsy within 10 days of starting glucocorticoid therapy and five withdrew before completing a
follow-up assessment. The remaining 381 patients were included in the primary analysis. The median age
[interquartile range (IQR)] was 71 years (64–78 years); 72% were female. The median time between first
symptom onset and baseline was 31 days (IQR 10–93 days, n = 377); the median time between symptom
onset and starting steroids was 33 days (IQR 13–99 days, n = 379). The reference diagnosis was based on
the 2-week and 6-month clinical diagnosis, as well as the opinion of an expert review panel, which
assessed all of the patient data apart from the ultrasound results. In total, 257 out of 381 patients were
considered to have GCA on the basis of the reference standard diagnosis. Twenty-one patients had a
change of diagnosis from the original clinician’s final available diagnosis following an expert review: in
eight patients, the diagnosis was changed from GCA to not GCA; in a further 13 patients, the diagnosis
was switched from not GCA to GCA. We compared the relative performance of ultrasound and biopsy in
257 patients with a reference standard diagnosis of GCA and 124 patients diagnosed as not having GCA.
The incidence of polymyalgia rheumatica was 28 cases at baseline, and ischaemic optic neuropathy was
reported in 9.7% of cases with GCA at baseline (compared with 4.8% in the non-GCA group), 6.2% of
cases at 2 weeks (compared with 0.8%) and 4% of cases at 6 months (compared with 2.8%). Baseline
comorbidity included hypertension in 52.5% of patients, diabetes mellitus in 14.2% of patients, ischaemic
heart disease in 7.3% of patients, heart failure in 5% of patients, malignancy in 2.4% of patients and
fracture in 0.3% of patients. At 6 months after diagnosis, the incidence of hypertension had increased to
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55.8% and the incidence of diabetes mellitus had increased to 18.2%. Four low-trauma fractures occurred
during the follow-up period.

In total, 101 cases had a biopsy consistent with the diagnosis and 162 cases had an ultrasound consistent
with the diagnosis. In 70% of patients, the results of biopsy and ultrasound were concordant (74 positive
and 192 negative), giving a kappa statistic of 0.35. In 27 patients the results were positive for biopsy but
negative for ultrasound and in 88 patients the results were negative for biopsy but positive for ultrasound.
The sensitivity of biopsy versus ultrasound was 39% [95% confidence interval (CI) 33% to 46%] compared
with 54% (95% CI 48% to 60%) and the specificity was 100% (95% CI 97% to 100%) compared with
81% (95% CI 73% to 88%). We analysed change in the degree of ultrasound abnormality (based on halo
size) during the 7-day assessment period. We found that the halo was likely to be much smaller after at
least 4 days of high-dose glucocorticoid therapy than after fewer than 4 days of steroid therapy. The
biopsy positivity rate also diminished significantly within 3 days of starting high doses of glucocorticoids.
We also evaluated alternative strategies for combining the two tests and incorporating clinical judgement
(the doctor’s assessment of GCA based on the patient’s characteristics and available test results). The most
cost-effective strategy was to perform an ultrasound examination of all patients with suspected GCA.
This strategy was more sensitive (93% vs. 91%), less specific (77% vs. 81%) and more cost-effective
(incremental net monetary benefit of £485 per patient) than current standard practice, that is, a strategy
involving biopsy and clinical judgement alone. The cost-effectiveness analysis accounted for the cost of the
testing and the consequences of correct or incorrect diagnosis resulting in drug toxicity (e.g. fracture),
as well as irreversible, potentially preventable, sight loss from anterior ischaemic optic neuropathy.

We measured inter-rater agreement for the two tests in a series of 30 cases selected from among the
cohort. Among sonographers the intraclass correlation coefficient for agreement was 0.61 (95% CI 0.48
to 0.75) and for biopsy the intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.62 (95% CI 0.49 to 0.76). Agreement
was strongest where the pathological findings included the presence of giant cells, but was much weaker
for cases in which only minimal change was found. This suggests that the current approach of classifying
test results as either positive or negative may be too simplistic because the tests are not always enough by
themselves to make the diagnosis, as there can be some degree of uncertainty in interpreting the results.

Conclusions

We conclude that ultrasound, in comparison with TAB, is a more sensitive and cost-effective investigation
in suspected cases of GCA. However, over one-third of the patients eventually diagnosed with GCA had
neither a positive scan nor a positive biopsy, highlighting the importance of assessing the patient for
clinical indicators to support the diagnosis rather than relying on test results alone. Temporal artery biopsy
has a much lower sensitivity in the current study (39%) than in previously published figures (> 70%). It is
tempting to speculate that this may reflect better awareness of the diagnosis of GCA and a willingness of
GPs to commence treatment early in the disease course. This is supported by the relatively short time from
symptom onset to diagnosis in this cohort (31 days) compared with other cohorts. The findings have
potential implications for improving the management of GCA through the more effective use of available
techniques to provide a clinically effective and cost-effective strategy for the diagnosis of GCA. Further
research should address the issue of an independent reference diagnosis, standards for interpreting and
reporting test results and the evaluation of ultrasound training and should explore the acceptability of
these new diagnostic strategies in GCA. Some clinicians and patients may be uncomfortable with a
strategy that does not involve a biopsy and may prefer to perform biopsies in all cases that are ultrasound
negative, or in all cases of patients at medium or high risk of GCA in terms of clinical features but who
have a negative ultrasound scan, to provide further evidence to rule in the disease as well as to support
withdrawing therapy if both tests are negative. Although these combined strategies would be more
expensive than our proposal (because a proportion of patients would require a biopsy), they remain
more cost-effective than current practice (performing a biopsy in all suspected cases) and may be more
acceptable to patients and clinicians.
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Future work

Further research should address the issue of an independent reference diagnosis, standards for interpreting
and reporting test results and the evaluation of ultrasound training and should explore the acceptability
of these new diagnostic strategies in GCA.
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